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Abstract—For the evolving Internet-of-Things ubiquitous positioning is a core feature. Hence, energy- and location-awareness
are essential properties of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In
terms low power consumption received signal strength (RSS)based localization techniques outperform timing-based localization approaches. Therefore, RSS-based direction finding is
prospective approach to location-aware, low-power sensor nodes.
However, RSS-based direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation is
prone to multipath propagation. In this paper, a subspace-based
approach to frequency-domain multipath resolution is presented.
Resolution of multipath components allows for a RSS-based
DOA estimation considering the power of the line of sight
(LOS) component only. The impact of the multipath channel is
considerably reduced with our approach. In contrast to common
broadband DOA estimation techniques, the presented approach
does not need phase-coherent receive channels or a synchronized
sensor network. Hence, the proposed super-resolution technique
is applicable to low-power sensor networks and brings accurate
positioning to small-sized and energy-efficient sensor nodes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been significant progress in locating wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Lately, WSNs have
become popular in many applications and localization has
become a core feature of modern WSNs [1], [2]. WSNs
successfully address applications such as animal tracking [3],
[4], smart metering [5], and collision avoidance [6]. What
they all have in common is that the sensor information is
meaningless without any location information. Hence, positioning capability is the most important feature of today’s
sensor networks.
Phased arrays are the most common approach to radio-based
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation [7]. However, utilizing
phased arrays for DOA estimation demands for coherent and
calibrated receive channels. Time-of-flight–based systems, like
the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), require precisely synchronized nodes and power-intensive signal processing. This prevents their application to low-cost applications
and low-power systems. An approach to circumvent the need
of coherent receive channels and network synchronization
is to use power measurements. In this paper we focus on
received signal strength (RSS)-based direction finding. There
are numerous approaches to RSS-based DOA in literature.
They use multiple directional antennas [8], [9], a single
rotating antenna [10], [11] or active reflectors [12]. Instead of
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Fig. 1. Radio propagation channel with single scatterer cluster. Radio signals
are scattered by objects, e.g., trees. Scattering spreads power in the angular
domain inherently degrading DOA estimates. The above radio propagation
scenarios features two resolvable propagation paths: the LOS component and a
NLOS component. In general, the NLOS component significantly affects RSS
measurements. Hence, RSS-based DOA estimation is impaired in multipath
scenarios.

mechanically moving the antenna, there are approaches that
use switched beam antennas as presented in [13]. Another
approach is applying electronically steerable parasitic array
radiator antennas [14]. Recently, multi-mode antennas have
been investigated for power-based DOA estimation [15]. Also
a variant of the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC)
algorithm for power measurements has been proposed in [16].
Theoretical limits in RSS-based direction finding have been
discussed in [9].
However, multipath propagation is still one of major issues
in radio-based localization. Also RSS-based DOA suffers
severely from multipath propagation caused by scattering. Figure 1 exemplary depicts a two-path propagation channel. When
directed antennas are considered in presence of multipath
propagation RSS measurements are impaired. Probabilistic
approaches to multipath mitigation in power-based direction
finding such as [17] are limited as they require prior knowledge
of statistical channel parameters. Furthermore, such multipath
mitigation techniques significantly increase the variance of
DOA estimates as a cost of unbiasedness. In this paper, we
present a super-resolution multipath mitigation technique to
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RSS-based DOA.
The paper is organized as follows. A review of RSS-based
DOA is given in Section II. In Section III the impact of
the wireless propagation channel is described. We introduce
Delay estimation applying the MUSIC algorithm on channel
transfer functions (CTFs) in Section IV. The method of
multipath component (MPC) power estimation utilizing timeshifted signal replicas is presented in Section V. In Section VI
the approach to probabilistic multipath mitigation presented
in [17] is recapitulated. Exhaustive Monte Carlo simulations
show the potential of the proposed super-resolution approach
to RSS-based DOA estimation in Section VII. Section VIII
concludes the paper.

∆PRX = ∆G(φ) + w,

For this paper we consider RSS-based DOA estimation
applying coupled dipole antennas [9]. Furthermore, it is assumed that localization takes place in the horizontal plane
orthogonal to the two dipoles. Presuming a perfect linear
dipole array, the radiation of the dipoles in the horizontal plane
(i.e., θ = 90◦ ) is constant over all impinging signal angles in
azimuth φ ∈ [0, 2π]. Hence, the radiation pattern for N dipoles
is given by the array factor [18]
ci · exp(−j · 2π sin(θ) · di cos(φ)),

(1)

III. W IRELESS C HANNEL M ODEL

i=0

Any radio-based localization system is affected by impairments of the wireless radio propagation channel. However,
in real-world use cases there is a severe impact of the radio
channel as objects, e.g., in industrial environments, cause
reflections, refraction, diffraction and blockages. Hence, in
practice we must consider a multipath channel. We introduce
the channel model as follows.
In general, the impulse response h of a wireless channel
can be described by a tapped delay line [19]

where di are the corresponding distances of the dipole elements, λ is the wavelength, and ci is the coupling factor.
Considering only two dipoles at distances d0 = 0 and d1 = d
and θ = 90◦ the array factor reduces to
AF = c0 + c1 · exp(−j · 2π · d cos(φ)).

(2)

For the considered antenna array the dipoles are coupled
in phase and out of phase, respectively. Hence, the radiation
patterns are given by
g0 (φ) = 1 + exp(−j2πd · cos(φ)), and

(3)

g1 (φ) = 1 − exp(−j2πd · cos(φ)).

(4)

h=

Ga (φ) = 10 lg |ga (φ)| .

L
X

al · δ(t − τl ),

(9)

l=1

with al being the complex coefficient of the l-th MPC and
τl its respective delay for a channel with L propagation
paths. For channel simulation and verification of the proposed

We define the radiation power patterns Ga (φ) (in dB) by
2

(8)

due to the fact that both channels are stimulated by the same
transmit power and exhibit equal path loss. Thus, the gain
difference function does not depend on transmit power and
path loss. Hence, it may be estimated without prior knowledge
of the the path loss exponent and the power emitted by the
transmitter. This fact is, in contrast to range-based localization
based on RSS, a major benefit of RSS-based DOA estimation.
The above consideration hold for the absence of multipath
propagation. In case of multiple MPCs the observed difference
in signal strength is not linked to the DOA of the line of sight
(LOS) component. Hence, in general the direction of the LOS
signal may not be inferred from RSS difference without further
effort. In [17] an approach to probabilistic multipath mitigation
has been presented. However, this mitigation technique is only
applicable if prior knowledge of stochastic channel parameters,
e.g., the angular spread (AS), is available. Furthermore, this
approach allows only for mean-free DOA estimates on a
statistical average. Besides that, the variance of the DOA
estimates significantly increases if this technique is applied in
presence of severe multipath propagation. Thus, probabilistic
multipath mitigation is only feasible in moderate multipath
scenarios.

II. R EVIEW OF RSS- BASED DOA

N
−1
X

(7)

with L denoting the bulk path loss. GTX and Ga (φ) are
transmit and receive antenna gain, respectively. When considering a single signal source, i.e., no multipath propagation,
the received signal strength difference is given by

Fig. 2. Radiation power patterns for perfect dipole antennas in horizontal
plane for in phase and out of phase coupling. To meet realistic scenarios the
antenna elements exhibit mutual cross coupling at a level of −20 dB.

AF =

(6)

The radiation power patterns for the antenna array at hand and
the gain difference function are depicted in Figure 2.
The RSS at a receiver a for a transmitted signal with power
PTX can be computed as follows
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Fig. 3. Signal processing blocks: The correlation matrix R
respective powers Pl are estimated. Finally, the arrival angle b
φ0 is estimated from the powers of the LOS component.
algorithms QuaDRiGa [20] is used to model the wireless
propagation channel. We briefly outline the procedure of
channel simulation here. From large-scale parameters (LSPs),
i.e., amongst others number of dominant paths L, delay spread
and angular spread, a channel impulse response of a specific
channel realization is computed. This comprises the following
steps:
1) Draw delays τl
2) Compute powers Pl
3) Draw arrival angles φl
4) Combine above to channel coefficients al
Given the complex channel coefficients and the corresponding
delays and signal directions the received power incorporating
the antenna gain can be computed as follows [17]
Pa = 10 lg

L
X

adapted to CTF measurements. Furthermore, spatial smoothing
and model-order selection are covered in this section.
A. Signal Model and Spectral Analysis
For the delay estimation spectral signals analysis is applied
[21]. More specifically, the MUSIC algorithm [22] is used to
estimate the delays of the dominant MPCs. We are considering
noisy time signals x(t) that are modeled as a superposition of
complex sinusoids. The sum of complex sinusoids is given by
x(t) = a(t) + w(t) =

,

(10)

where ga (φl ) is the amplitude gain of the considered antenna
for an arrival angle φl . Recalling the RSS-based DOA estimation presented in the previous and (6), the RSS difference for
the multipath channel at hand is defined by
∆Pa = 10 lg

l=1

2

g1 (φl ) · al

− 10 lg

L
X

with (13) the sample vector x(t) may be written as

T
x(t) = x(t) x(t − 1) . . . x(t − M + 1)

2

g0 (φl ) · al

l=1

(12)

where w(t) is a additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
2
. The complex sinusoids are charprocess with variance σw
acterized their angular frequency ωk , amplitude αk and phase
ϕk . Introducing the following very common notation [21]

T
v(ω) = 1 e−jω . . . e−j(M −1)ω


V = V(ω1 ) . . . V(ωm ) ,
(13)

l=1

L
X

αk ej(ωk t+ϕk ) + w(t),

k=1

2

ga (φl ) · al

K
X

(14)

= Va(t) + w(t).

.

w(t) composes the noise contribution and a(t) complex sinusoids satisfying ak (t) = αk ej(ωk t+ϕk ) . Signal vector and
noise vector are given by

T
...
am (t)
a(t) = a1 (t)

T
...
w(t − M + 1) .
w(t) = w(t)
(15)

(11)

The impact of multipath propagation on the RSS difference
and thus the DOA estimates has been extensively discussed
in [17]. Multipath propagation leads to a large bias in DOA
estimates.

The sample covariance matrix Rxx for x(t) is defined by

2
Rxx = E x(t)xH (t) = VAVH + σw
I
(16)

2
2
with A = diag α1 , . . . , αm ,
(17)

IV. S UPER -R ESOLUTION IN RSS- BASED DOA
In this paper, we present a super-resolution approach to
power-based DOA estimation in multipath environments. As
the antenna array considered in this work only features two
receive ports, there is no probability to cancel multipath effects
in the spatial domain. Hence, we propose a method to separate
the individual MPCs in the frequency domain. MPC delays are
resolved by applying super-resolution techniques on measured
CTFs [21]. The MPC power is estimated from the sample
covariance matrix of the measured CTFs. Subsequently, the
method of RSS-based DOA estimation described in Section II
can be applied to the power of LOS component. Based
on the LOS power estimate, impairments due to multipath
propagation can be significantly reduced. An overview of the
signal processing blocks is given in Figure 3. In the sequel
of this section, spectral analysis in general is reviewed and

2
where I is the identity matrix and σw
the noise variance
of w(t). Eigenvalue decomposition of R results in realvalued Eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λM . The corresponding Eigenvectors are separated into two groups. Eigenvectors {λ1 , . . . , λn } and {λn+1 , . . . , λM } are denoted by
{s1 , . . . , sn } and {g1 , . . . , gM −n }, respectively. The Eigenvectors are composed to the matrices

S = [s1 , . . . , sn ]

G = [g1 , . . . , gM −n ] .

(18)

It can be shown that
rank(VAVH ) = n.

3

(19)
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Thus, VAVH has exactly n positiven Eigenvaluesoand (M −
n) Eigenvalues equal to zero. For λ̃1 , . . . , λ̃M being the
Eigenvalues of VAVH , the Eigenvalues of R become
2
λk = λ̃k + σw

(k = 1, . . . , m).

Considering noisy samples, we can state
(
2
λk > σw
for k = 1, . . . , n
.
2
λ k = σw
for k = n + 1, . . . , M

φ

(20)
e−j2πf0 τ

which finally leads to the orthogonality condition

Analogously to DOA estimation applying uniform linear
arrays (ULAs), cf. Figure 4, we consider delay estimation
applying multitone signals. Multitone signals may be easily realized by orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
or repeated m-Sequences. Regardless of the specific realization
of the multitone signal, the essential property is its capability
of uniform sampling of the frequency space. Hence, applying
multitone signals allows for determination of a discrete CTF.
The delays of the MPCs can be recovered from discrete
CTFs, cf. [23]. The measurement data is obtained by sampling
the CTF at M equally spaced frequencies. We are considering
a single sample x(m) of a CTF H(f ) at a distinct frequency
fm . All signal impairments are summarized in a single AWGN
2
). A single sample is computed by
process w(l) ∼ N (0, σw
superposition of the CTFs of the MPC

(24)

Hence, the subspace R(G) is called noise subspace. Deducing
from (23), the true frequencies {wk }nk=1 are the only solutions
to
for any m > n.

(25)

B. MUSIC Algorithm
In real-world estimation problems the covariance matrix
Rxx is not known. Therefore, it has to be estimated from
the signal samples
R̂xx

N
1 X
=
xi (t)xH
i (t).
N i=1

x(m) = H(fm ) + w(m) =

vH (ω)ĜĜH v(ω)

ω ∈ [−π, π]

αk e−j2πfm τl + w(m). (29)

Defining the sampled discrete frequencies by fm = f0 +m∆f ,
where f0 is the lowest subcarrier frequency. The samples of
the M subcarriers may be stacked to data vector x expressed
by

(26)

x = H + w,

(30)


T
x = x(0) x(1) . . . x(M − 1)

T
H = H(f0 ) H(f1 ) . . . H(f(M −1) )

T
w = w(0) w(1) . . . w(M − 1)

(31)

where

(27)

for all ωk . Spectral peaks correspond to the frequencies
ω of the sinusoidal components.
Root MUSIC In this case, the solution to (25) is computed
analytically substituting ejω by z, the problem at hand is
expressed by
vH (z −1 )ĜĜH v(z) = 0,

L
X
l=1

Subsequently, the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of R̂ are
computed composing the matrices Ŝ and Ĝ. Briefly, two
MUSIC variants are described below:
Spectral MUSIC Yields good visual interpretation as a pseudospectrum and is computed by maximizing
1

f

C. Delay Estimation Utilizing CTFs
(23)

Thus, columns of G, i.e., the Eigenvectors gk , belong to the
kernel of VH . Since rank(A) = n, the dimension of N (VH )
is m − n which equals the dimension of the column space of
G.

vH (ω)GGH v(ω) = 0

e−j2πf3 τ

Fig. 4. Delay estimation with discrete CTFs. In this figure a single path with
delay τ is considered. The delay results in phase ramp φ = arg(H(f )) ∝ f .
The CTF is sampled at discrete frequencies indicated by the diracs.

2
RG = G · diag (λn+1 . . . , λM ) = VAVH G + σw
G, (22)

R(G) = N (VH )

e−j2πf2 τ

discrete CTF

(21)

Considering (16) and (21), we can reformulate

VH G = 0.

e−j2πf1 τ

(32)
(33)

Decomposing H in vector form, we can write
x = Va + w

(34)

where

T
V = v(τ0 ) v(τ1 ) . . . v(τ(L−1) )
(35)

T
−j2π∆f
τ
−j2π(M
−1)∆f
τ
k
k
v(τk ) = 1 e
(36)
... e

T
a = α0 e−j2πf0 τ0 α1 e−j2πf0 τ1 . . . αL−1 e−j2πf0 τ(L−1)
(37)

(28)

where V = [v(ω1 ), . . . , v(ωm )]. In this computationally
very efficient approach the roots of the polynomial on the
left hand side of (28) closest to the unit circle are chosen.

4
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as described in Section IV-A. We assume that magnitude of αk
is constant and the phase is uniformly distributed. Thus, matrix
A is nonsingular. Comparing the signal models described
in the MUSIC section, delays are retrieved from estimated
frequencies by
ωl
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.
(39)
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Fig. 5. Channel-adaptive radiation power patterns and effective gain difference function. The light lines denote the orignal radiation power patterns
without any multipath compensation. Obviously, the gain difference function
is flattenen by spreading the energy of the impinging signals in the spatial
domain.

In order to avoid spatial aliasing the maximum delay is limited
by 2τmax ≤ 1/∆f .
D. Spatial Smoothing

order separate the components. Practical implementations [23]
consider values from M /3 to 3M /4 for N .

When considering multipath scenarios signals are not uncorrelated as MPCs are just scaled, phase shifted and delayed
replicas of the transmitted signal. In consequence, the rank of
the matrix VAVH is reduced to one. This contradicts with
requirement rank(VAVH ) = L. Hence, spectral estimates
usually are strongly biased without further effort in presence of
multipath propagation. To cope with coherent signals preprocessing schemes, e.g., Forward Backward Spatial Smoothing
(FBSS), have been developed that allow for decorrelation of
the estimated correlation matrix. Applying FBSS guarantees
b is full-rank [24]. Another advantage of this procedure
that A
is that a single CTF sample is sufficient. This is not obvious
as for a single sample the assumption of αk having uniform
distribution does not hold true [23].
Spatial smoothing has been described in-depth in [24]. The
data vector of length M is divided in M − N + 1 overlapping
vectors of size N


xn = x(n) x(n + 1) . . . x(n + M − 1)
(40)

E. Model-Order Selection
In the previous sections we assumed the number of MPCs to
be known. However, in real-world radio propagation channels
this is not the case. Nevertheless, knowledge of the model
order, i.e., number MPCs, is essential for the use of superresolution techniques. Prior to delay estimation the number of
signal components has to be estimated from the Eigenvalue
decomposition of the sample correlation matrix. In theory all
noise Eigenvalues are equal to the noise variance. Since the
correlation matrix is an estimated one this assumption does not
hold true. Commonly, information theoretic criteria are used
for the estimation of the model order. In [25], information
theoretic criteria are introduced for model order selection. In
this paper, the minimum description length (MDL) criterion
[26] is utilized, which is defined by

N (M −L̃)
M
Q
1/M −L̃
λ̂k


 k=L̃p +1



(44)
MDL(L̃) = − ln 

M
P
 1

λ̂k
M −L̃

with n = 1, 2, . . . , M − N + 1.
For the corresponding covariance matrices Rn the forward
correlation matrix Rf is computed by
Rf =

1
M −N +1

M −N
X+1

k=L̃p +1

Rfn

(41)

L̃
· (2M − L̃ + 1) · ln N
(45)
4
The second term is modified from the standard MDL criterion
for the application of FBSS [27]. The estimated model order
L̃ is found minizing
+

l=1

The estimate of the correlation matrix can be improved applying forward-backward averaging
 
b f b = 1 (Rf + J Rf ∗ J),
R
(42)
2
where


0
1

. 
J=
(43)
.
..
1

L̂P = argmin MDL(L̃),

(46)

L̃

where M denotes the number of Eigenvalues λ̂k and N is the
number of samples that have been used for the estimation of
the correlation matrix.

0

V. MPC P OWER E STIMATION

b f b has full-rank and, thus, allows
It can be shown that R
to apply spectral estimation. However, the dimension of the
covariance matrix is reduced from M × M to N × N .
Hence, the number of MPCs must fulfill L < N − 1 in

In the section above, the procedure of delay estimation
has been described applying super-resolution techniques. Each
MPC is characterized by its delay τl and its complex amplitude

5
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al . In [28] a time-domain approach to the estimation of
delays and complex amplitudes is proposed. For the subspacebased approach presented here, since second order statistics
comprise non phase information, only the absolute values of
the amplitude can be recovered from the sample covariance
b the delay estimates τ
matrix [29]. For a measured CTF H
are found applying the MUSIC algorithm. For each delay τl
cl is computed by
a corresponding normalized CTF H
Hl (f ) = e−j2πf τl .

with ∗ denoting a circular convolution and the probability
density function (PDF) of the angular spread given by
2
pAS (φ) = N(0, σAS
).

Note that the gain functions are non-logarithmic scale here.
Exemplary the effective patterns are depicted for an AS of
σAS = 25◦ in Figure 5. It can be easily seen that the dynamic
range of the effective gain difference function is significantly
reduced. However, the effective gain difference function resembles the average RSS measurements for the corresponding
LOS arrival angles of the considered signal source in presence
of multipath. Hence, utilizing the effective patterns allows for
DOA estimates with significantly reduced bias. Nevertheless,
a downside of this probabilistic approach is that the variance
of the DOA estimates is increased. Although estimates are unbiased on average, a single realization of a multipath channel
results in biased DOA estimates which inherently increases
the variance of the DOA estimates. Furthermore, it has to be
noted that the DOA estimator, as presented in [9] is biased in
general.

(47)

b is a linear combination of the
In absence of noise the CTF H
individual CTFs of the delay multipaths given by
b =
H

L
X

(48)

bl
al H

l=1

which can be written in matrix from
(49)

b =H
b MPC a,
H

b MPC = [H
b 1, . . . , H
b L ]. The solution to the problem
with H
stated in (49) can be found be the well-known linear least
squares approach by minimizing the quadratic error for the
b and H
b MPC
respective channel estimates H
b −H
b MPC a
b = argmin H
a
a

2
2

.

Finally, MPC powers are computed by

2
|b
a1 |
. 
b =
P
 ..  .

VII. R ESULTS
For the verification of the presented approach exhaustive Monte Carlo simulations have been run utilizing the
QuaDRiGa channel model [20]. The focus is on the impact
of the LSP channel AS. As shown in [17] the impairments
due to multipath propagation increase in RSS-based DOA for
increasing angular spread. In the sequel, we consider four
different algorithms for the estimation of the DOA of the
impinging signal. These are
1) RSS-based DOA (DRSS) [9]
2) Probabilistic multipath mitigation for RSS-based DOA
(PMM) [17]
3) Power-based DOA with super-resolution of LOS component (SR)
4) Power-based DOA with super-resolution of LOS component and spatial diversity (SRD).
The DRSS approach is classic RSS-based direction finding
without any multipath mitigation at all. With the PMM method
the multipath effects are to be canceled based on prior statistical channel information. Both super-resolution techniques
(SR/SRD) consider multipath resolution in the frequency domain in order to extract the LOS component. For the SR
method delays are computed for the two receive channels
individually, whereas for the SRD method delays are estimated
based on the CTFs captured by both receive channels. Hence,
the SRD approach has a slight diversity gain compared to the
SR method. However, the SRD method demands for timesynchronized receive channels. Algorithms are benchmarked
by a set of Monte Carlo runs that simulate a large number
of channel realizations for a multipath channel with an AS
of σAS = 25◦ . This procedure has been extensively discussed
in [17] and has been reviewed in Section III and Section VI.
The most essential channel parameters have been set to the
following:
◦
• Angular spread: σAS = 25

(50)

(51)

2

|b
aL |

Decomposing the CTF into single MPCs the LOS path can be
extracted. The power allocated to the path with the shortest
delay, i.e., the LOS path, can be utilized for RSS-based
direction finding technique described in Section II.
VI. P ROBABILISTIC M ULTIPATH M ITIGATION
The probabilistic multipath mitigation technique presented
in [17] is briefly reviewed in this section. The effect of
multipath propagation, more specifically the angular spread
of the impinging signal, has been characterized by (10) in
Section III. In fact, the AS results in compression of the gain
functions of the directed antennas. Thus, its effect is most
severe at the extrema of the gain difference function. This
leads to a large bias in DOA estimates, especially at multiple of
90◦ . In order to compensate for the AS channel-effective gain
patterns can be computed that consider the multipath channel
on a statistical basic. In the spatial domain the multipath
channel is characterized by its AS. With a-priori knowledge
of the AS its impact may be mitigated on average by applying
modified gain pattern. The effective gain patterns are computed
by
|gMP (φ)|2 = |g(φ)|2 ∗ pAS (φ),

(53)

(52)

6
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the delay estimates.
In Figure 7 and Figure 8 the distribution of DOA estimates
is shown for a LOS angle of 30◦ and 45◦ , respectively. Once
again, the DOA estimates for DRSS method are biased for
a LOS angle of 30◦ , whereas the PMM approach allows for
mean-free estimates. There is no bias for a LOS angle of 45◦
as the AS is not harmful in this region of the gain difference
pattern. Hence, there is no performance gain when applying
the PMM method. In fact, rather the opposite is true. Applying
PMM slightly increases the variance of the estimated DOAs.
The super-resolution techniques (SR/SRD) feature zero-mean
angle estimates and a drastically reduced variance. Exploiting
spatial diversity (SRD) results in more robust delay estimates.
Thus, variance slightly decreases compared to the SR method.
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Fig. 6. Mean error and standard deviation for LOS angles φLOS ∈ [0◦ , 45◦ ].
Obviously, the DRSS algorithm is severely biased. By incorporating prior
channel knowledge, the PMM allows for a significant reduction of the bias
at the cost of an increased variance. Applying super-resolution techniques
(SR/SRD) drastically reduces bias and variance by resolving the individual
propagation paths. SRD slightly improves the estimates compared to SR by
exploitation of spatial diversity.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed super-resolution methods for
power-based direction finding. Spectral analysis has been
reviewed and adopted to CTF measurements. The presented
approach considers multipath resolution in the frequency domain and allows for isolation and identification of the LOS
component of a multipath propagation channel. An approach to
MPC power estimation has been presented utilizing the sample
covariance matrix of CTF measurements.
Furthermore, spatial diversity has been exploited in order
to enhance delay estimates. Robust delay estimates result in
slightly more accurate DOA estimates. However, the diversity
approach requires time-synchronized receive channels. Both
super-resolution methods outperform probabilistic mitigation
techniques. Moreover, the presented super-resolution approach
does not depend on prior channel knowledge, which in this
case would an estimate of the AS. Therefore, the presented
frequency domain multipath resolution approach makes RSSbased DOA estimation applicable in multipath scenarios for
small-size, low-power sensor networks.

Bandwidth: B = 40 MHz
Number of carriers: 31
• SNR: SNR = 30
• RMS delay spread: στ = 50 ns
• Number of MPCs: L = 6
• K-factor: K = 1
In Figure 6 the estimation results for the four DOA estimators are shown. Mean errors are denoted by solid lines
and the corresponding standard deviations by dashed lines.
Apparently, the estimates for the DRSS method are biased.
Due to the nature of the gain difference function this effect is
worst at multiple of 90◦ . Hence, the bias increases significantly
for LOS angles closer to 0◦ . Without any mitigation RSSbased DOA estimation (DRSS) is very erroneous in multipath environments. For the probabilistic multipath mitigation
approach (PMM) proposed in [17] it can be seen that the
bias drastically reduces. However, the PMM method is still
biased. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that this bias does not
inherently arise from the multipath channel, but is an artifact
of the utilized estimator. The channel-adapted gain patterns
utilized by the PMM method perfectly resemble the multipath
channel on average. Though, the AS results in increased
variance of the RSS difference measurements. This inherently
leads to biased estimates when the Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimator is considered for RSS-based direction finding.
Error bounds for the ML estimator have been discussed in
detail in [9]. Another drawback of the probabilistic mitigation
approach is the increased variance of the DOA estimates.
Both super-resolution techniques (SR/SRD) show zero-mean
DOA estimates and a considerable decrease in the variance of
the DOA estimates. Due to spatial diversity the SRD method
slightly outperforms the SR method. Especially for the nulls
of the antenna pattern delay estimates are less robust due the
large attenuation close to multiples of 90◦ . In these regions
there is a substantial spatial diversity gain in the robustness of
•

•
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